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48 mm corner in aluminium 

60 mm corner in Plastic 
with fibreglass reinforced

Corner
Pipe 

(Ø mm)
material

48 Aluminium 

60  Fibreglass reinforced

the corners are equiped with a cast iron 
wheel and 2 ball bearings. For service you 
can open the lid without dismounting the 
hole corner.
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drive unit
dimension 

(HxBxL mm)
Weight 

(kg)
Pipe 

(Ø mm)
speed 
(m/min)

effect
(kW)

Horizontal 430x430x830 69 48/60 27 1,1/1,5

Vertikal 870x450x430 69 48/60 27 1,1/1,5

Feeding chain
Pipe

(Ø mm)
max. length

(m)
max. cap.
(kg/hour)

48 300 800

60 300 1600

Drive unit

the Vissing drive unit can be delivered as a vertikal or 
horizontal model.

the Vissing drive unit is preparred for the 48 and 
60mm feeding pipes. the cover is made of stainless 
steel and the driv unit is fullfilling the Ce-standards.

Whell for drive unit

Horizontal drive unit Vertical drive unit
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Loading hopper
type dimension 

(HxBxL mm)
Weight 

(kg)
Pipe 

(Ø mm)
Auger 

(m/min)
effect 
(kW)

With motor 430x730x470 31 48/60 65 0,36

Without motor 430x570x395 22 48/60 65

transition 22x20x55 12 48/60 65

Vissing loading hopper

the Vissing Agro series is very reliable. From the silo is the feed transported with a strong auger 
for the feeding transport system. the system is homogeneous dosing the feed and at the same 
time it is possible to add further compoments into the system. the loading station is regulating 
the amount of feed so the transportsystem is not over-loaded or under-loaded.
the auger is prepared for pellets and meal. 

the Vissing Agro serie is designed for the feeding pipes in the dimensions of 48 and 60 mm.

Additional to the loading hopper has Vissing Agro also a transition hopper for the connction of 
two feeding lines in pipe dimensions 48 and 60mm. 

open loading hopperLoading hopper with motor transition hopper
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Volumen dispenser
Volume (l) Pipe (Ø mm)

7 48/60

Vissing volume dispenser

the Vissing volume dispenser is made of high quality plastic. the volume 
dispenser is shock-resistant and transparent, so the feed amount easy 
could be controlled and adjusted on the measurement band. this is 
possible with an empty or filled dispenser.

the transparent container and the outlet is designed with a big accuracy, 
so there is a minimum of dust.

the opening wire could be diconnected for each dispenser this is helpfull  
to avoid feeding if the dispenser is already upfilled.

the flap on the side is for adding compoments or to open for cleaning. 
the funnel could be removed easy, due to a bayonet lock which is 
making the cleaning faster and easier. 

the dispenser has a wire holder integrated at the top.   

Vissing volume dispenser
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Vissing Agro - Developer for pig producers

For more than 40 years Vissing Agro has been synonymous with a healthy, danish 
company constantly developing and optimizing products for pig producers in denmark and 
internationally.

our own development department ensures that we are constantly at the forefront with the 
latest technologies and future requirements for the swine industry. 

Vissing Agro is doing transpoirt systems for animal feed for many years. the basic of the 
system is a feed chain with plastic dics.

internationally, denmark is regarded as a pioneer, when it comes to equipment for the swine 
industry - this good reputation, we at Vissing Agro aim to continue to live up to – and even 
improve.

And the results speak for themselves. through our focused and tenacious efforts in recent 
years, we have been able to establish ourselves in interesting export markets and have 
among other things, formed strong relationships with the largest pork producers in world.

All proof that our product quality and logistics are excellent.

equipment from Vissing Agro meets all requirements for animal welfare, safety and work 
environment.

Professional equipment for an animal-friendly pig production - Worldwide


